
Monday 22nd November 2021
LO: to create a main character



Starter: 3/4 spelling words that you could use 
today are...
• ordinary
• special



What happens after the dilemma/ problem in a story?
There is a resolution. The problem is sorted ( or not 
in some stories!) 

Which character provides a resolution in the Snow 
Dragon?
Little Tuft

How does this happen?
He finds book and searches for the Snow Dragon



Today, you are going to pretend to be the prime 
minister of the land of the Twolegs, which is 

currently dominated by Fire Dragons. 

You have heard about a special Twoleg who is able 
to save the world by finding a Snow Dragon.

You need to design a wanted posted to help you find 
this unique Twoleg.





• Name
• Describe the person-
appearance & personality

• Why they are wanted
• Reward



We are looking for a adjective Twoleg, whose 
name is …, to save us from the adjective Fire 
Dragons, relative clause e.g. who, that, 
which...
Name is a adjective, adjective boy/girl 
expanded noun phrase e.g. with/ wearing/ 
from...
We must find him/her so that he can 
heroically search list of 3 to describe where 
he will need to search for the adjective Snow 
Dragon, relative clause e.g. who, that, 
which...



You are now going to create your own heroic 
character.

It must be an ordinary human (Twoleg) 
similar to Little Tuftt.

.



Is your character going to be a boy or girl?
What colour hair they might have?

How old might they be?
What sort of clothes might they wear? 



Tuesday 23rd November 2021
LO: to write a resolution



We are going to write the resolution today. It 
will be slightly different to the actual story.

Your main character is told about a Snow 
Dragon and decides to search for one because 
he thinks it could restore peace by defeating 
the Fire Dragons.



Years later, a unique boy, whose name was 
(insert character name), heard an interesting 
story about adjective Snow Dragons, who 
carefully watched over the bitter North. After 
hearing this, the boy or girl with continue 
relative clause believed that a Snow Dragon 
would be able to save the world from the 
adjective Fire Dragons so he or she decided to 
travel the world. 
Courageously, he or she searched through 
woods that were describe woods, a gloomy 
name another place with a crimson roof, and 
disgusting swamps full of something. 



Wednesday 24th November 2021
LO: to create atmosphere



How does the setting change during the 
resolution of the Snow Dragon? 

Why do you think that is? 



The resolution is the 'good' part of the story so the 
writer wants to create a positive (happy) atmosphere.

We can show a change in atmosphere by describing how 
the setting has changed.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGD5C4wLs
rs

Watch the video from 17 mins for 1 minute. 
While watching name all the nouns ( things) 
we could describe in our snowy setting. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGD5C4wLsrs


Close your eyes and tell me what you visualise when I read these 
sentences... 

• Little Tuft saw some snow flakes and he 
heard ice crackling.

• Silver snow flakes fell from the white sky 
and sheets of ice crackled on top of the 
deep, blue ocean.

If we say 'Little Tuft saw...' it makes the reader visualise Little Tuft 
rather than creating a clear image of the setting. It can also be very 
repetitive!



Here is another example. Listen to the 
difference

Little Tuft saw glistening icicles dangling from 
giant, white trees.

In the distance, glistening icicles dangled from 
giant, white trees, which were frozen still in 
the ice cold wind.



Have a look at the sheet in front of you.
Use it to help you re-word this sentence.

There were lots of bare trees covered in 
thick snow.



Let’s now here some of your ideas.

Next we’ll try using our sheet to re-word this 
one.

There were colossal mountains towering over 
the tranquil land.



Continuing to use the helper sheet can you 
now write some more sentences of your own 
to describe the setting in our resolution. 



Thursday 25th November 2021
LO: to write an ending



Today we are going to write the final part of 
our story.
We have written each part on a new page 
but remember as this is a new event it 
would be on a new paragraph. 



• CRUNCH! At last, a white blanket 
glimmered beneath Little Tuft’s feet. 
Description - conjunction - extra info. 
Description - conjunction - extra info. In 
the distance, a magnificent Snow Dragon 
with long eyelashes was resting peacefully 
on a bed of frost. Little Tuft quietly edged 
towards her. 



CRUNCH! At last, a white blanket glimmered 
beneath Little Tuft’s feet. Sparkly icicles 
glistened as bright as the sun even though 
it was foggy. Throughout the land, exposed, 
leafless trees waved in the wind despite rhe
sunshine. In the distance, a magnificent 
Snow Dragon with long eyelashes was 
resting peacefully on a bed of frost. Little 
Tuft quietly edged towards her. 



Use the helper sheet and the model to have 
a go a writing your ending. 

If you finish remember 
CPSMV. 


